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A MODERN-DAY TEA JOURNEY, PART II

FROM GARDEN TO CUP
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id you know that all tea comes from the same plant? Camellia sinensis, the tea plant, is
currently grown in over a dozen countries all over the world. Where it is grown and how it is
processed determine each tea’s own unique character. I have always had a strong desire to see
the tea making process in person, from start to finish. This past summer, my colleagues and I had
the opportunity to journey to the tea gardens of Sri Lanka. While we were there, we met tea pluckers,
cupped teas with the garden managers and toured the tea factories. It was a life changing experience.
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 50.
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A MODERN-DAY TEA JOURNEY, PART II

FROM GARDEN
TO CUP

by Nicole P.

“It was amazing to see how many steps it took to create a tea
from the freshly plucked leaves. We were fortunate to be
able to cup the tea at each stage of the production process.
It was fascinating to see how the tea changed with each
processing stage and still retained that distinct Ceylon flavor.”

The first garden we stopped at was the Pedro
Did you know that all tea comes from the same
plant? Camellia sinensis, the tea plant, is currently Estate in Nuwara Eliya district where we were
grown in over a dozen countries all over the greeted by the manager, his team and some of the tea
world. Where it is grown and how it is processed pluckers. They were gracious enough to give us a tour
determine each tea’s own unique character. I have of the factory and explain the tea making process
always had a strong desire to see the tea making for OP (Orange Pekoe) and BOP (Broken Orange
process in person, from start to finish. This past Pekoe) Ceylon black tea. The first step in the process
summer, my colleagues and I had the opportunity is plucking the leaves. There is a standard form.
to journey to the tea gardens of Sri Lanka. While we “Two leaves and a bud, or sometimes three, but only
were there, we met tea pluckers, cupped teas with young, tender leaves. Hard leaves we do not pick,”
the garden managers and toured the tea factories. explained one of the factory workers who has been
working there for ten years. We observed some freshly
It was a life changing experience.
My name is Nicole and tea is my life’s passion. I picked tea leaves being weighed. Each plucker is
have been in the tea business for over ten years and responsible for picking eighteen kilograms of leaf a day.
spent the past three years at Upton Tea Imports. Our factory guide clarified further. “They are working
Working with my colleagues to source premium teas eight hours in the field. Every two hours the leaves are
from all over the world is a dream come true for me. collected from the field and brought to the factory.”
She then brought us to the withering room where
After traveling over twenty-four hours, we arrived
in the city of Colombo. Tuk-tuk taxis and bus traffic rows and rows of troughs hold the day’s harvest.
crowded the streets. There were sidewalk vendors, “We bring the green leaf to the withering trough
textile shops and even a real-life snake charmer. I for twelve to fourteen hours. Outside there is a
wood burner, and a fan then brings the warm, dry air
knew we were not in Massachusetts anymore.
We enjoyed morning tea overlooking the Kelani inside to reduce the moisture of the leaves to 45%.”
River. Temples dotted the skyline and the Indian Ocean This reduction in moisture allows the tea to soften
sparkled in the distance. With no tea plant in sight, all for the next step - tea rolling. The tea rolling step
I could think about was the tea gardens. After breakfast, is key in black tea and Oolong tea production.
we climbed into a van and headed for the mountains. Green tea and white tea are not rolled. White tea
We traveled for hours along narrow, winding roads. On is simply dried after withering, and green tea is
the way, we stopped to buy fruit and cashew nuts from either pan fired or steamed, then dried. “During
roadside vendors and to enjoy the many waterfalls. The rolling time leaves are getting broken down,
scenery and weather changed the farther we climbed oxidization starts here – teas are rolled for about
the mountain. Mango and palm trees became sparse thirty minutes,” she explained.
During tea processing, a rolling machine is used to
and tea bushes were visible as far as the eye could
see. We drove through a village where most of the tea break down the cell walls of the leaves, which causes
pluckers lived. It was not far from a processing factory. the enzymes to be exposed to the air – oxidation
begins. This step can be done by hand as well. If you
Each tea garden seems to have its own village.

want to see a machine-rolled vs. a hand-rolled tea,
compare our TC85: Kenilworth Estate OP (page 33)
with our TC22: Glenwood Reserve Imperial Red
(Ceylon showcase found on page 54). Both of these
teas are Ceylon black teas. TC85 is one of our most
popular daily drinkers whereas TC22 is a newer
offering. The owners of the Glenwood Estate
traveled to China to learn from the tea masters
there and bring their knowledge back to Sri Lanka.
The next step in the tea making process is
further oxidation of the rolled leaves. Black teas are
completely oxidized, whereas Oolong teas are much
less oxidized. Oolongs can have various degrees of
oxidation, depending upon your desired outcome. A
good comparison of oxidation levels in Oolong teas
is our ZO20: Roasted Oolong (page 25) vs. our TC25:
Glenwood Estate Green Oolong (page 34). The
Roasted Oolong is much more oxidized, or darker,
than the Green Oolong.
After rolling and oxidization, the tea is dried to
halt oxidation. The stems are then removed and the
tea is sorted by leaf size. The final product is then
packaged in 20- or 50-kilogram chests, which are
sent to auctions or shipped to tea purveyors like us.
The terroir (also known as the environmental
factors) in Sri Lanka is unique. This small island,
located off the southern coast of India, has seven
different regions, each with their own climate. Each
region produces tea with a different flavor profile.
Despite their regional differences, most Ceylon
teas exhibit an underlying bright, brisk quality not
found in tea grown in other countries.
Processing and terroir are key elements that
contribute to the flavor of the tea. Even teas grown
in the same country can taste completely different.
A great example of this is Assam tea (page 14) and
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Darjeeling tea (page 10) from India. Assam tea is
robust and malty whereas Darjeeling tea is lighter,
with complex flavor notes of flowers or muscatel,
depending on what time of year the tea was harvested.
Terroir plays the biggest role in this flavor difference,
not the processing.
On the last day of our Sri Lankan adventure,
we traveled to the Somerset Estate, located in the
Nuwara Eliya district. This was a highly anticipated
stop because we carry two Somerset teas (TC57 and
TC52, both BOP black teas, listed on pages 34 and 54,
respectively). I was thrilled to see the exact place where
these teas originated. During our visit, we learned
how to pluck tea in their gardens and were honored to
cup tea with Sri Lanka’s #1 award-winning tea cupper.
In the garden, the tea pluckers carried baskets
on their backs for storing their plucked leaves. They
each carried a straight stick to assure that they were
plucking the bushes evenly. There is a precise method
to plucking - 2 or 3 leaves and a bud and the leaves
could not be too big or too small. It took me a few
tries to get it right, and they laughed at how joyous
this experience was for me. After our time in the
garden, we headed to the factory for a cupping. It was
the most beautiful cupping room I have ever seen overlooking the garden, with the teas precisely lined
up to display the dry leaves, the steeped leaves and
the infusion. This was the ultimate tea moment.
This was truly the trip of a lifetime, and it made
me appreciate my cup of tea even more. All the hard
work it takes, from plucking to processing to shipping,
and then arriving in your homes for enjoying. Maybe
one of our Ceylon teas will become your new favorite.
In closing, I leave you with the Sri Lankan greeting/
goodbye: “Ayubowan” – wishing you all a long life
filled with tea.
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